
JOSHUA YOUNG

Director    -    Video Editor    -    Screenwriter    -    Acting Coach    -    Producer

PROFESSIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

• Produced and co-produced five short films with budgets ranging from one thousand to thirty 
thousand dollars. Creative producer for a one hundred thousand dollar budget documentary.

• Edited shows that have aired on networks such as: Amazon: Prime, OWN, Discovery 
Channel, History Channel, Women’s Network, PBS, CBC, Sprout TV and more.

• Directed promotional videos, commercials, and documentary pieces for Royal Caribbean 
Cruise Lines in eleven countries.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
DHX Media February - July, 2016

Episodic Director

Promoted from video editor to episodic director with responsibilities including: directing visual 
storytelling, script analysis and breakdown, character development, camera layout, talent 
direction and overseeing overall creative design.

• Directed five of twenty-three episodes of Amazon: Prime animated children's series.

• Ensured client show standards were followed through every stage of production.

• Co-directed voice talent with the voice director.

• Laid out visual plan for each episode, ensuring it was within budget and technical 
requirements of the show.

• Collaborated daily with storyboard team, layout artists, animators and design team.

Various Production Companies 2002 - 2016
Video Editor

Between 2014 and 2016, worked with DHX media on multiple animated children’s series. 
Edited shows that have aired on: The Discovery Channel, CBC, Amazon: Prime, PBS, History 
Channel, Splice, RCTV, Animal Planet, Oprah Winfrey Network and more. These included 
animated children’s series, documentaries, promotional videos, celebrity interviews, fictional 
short films, lifestyle television and music videos.
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Every Other Name Was Taken Films & Front Row Pictures 2001 - Present

Producer/Writer/Director
As a producer with my own companies, I have led teams of five to thirty people through 
production of short films, music videos, and promotional videos. Scripts I have written have 
become quarter and semi-finalists in top international screenwriting competitions, such as the 
PAGE International Screenwriting Awards and the PILOT Launch Screenwriting Contest. Shorts 
I directed have aired on CBC and have become official selections for festivals such as New 
York’s REEL 13, Atlantic Film Festival’s Red Carpet Gala Showcase, and The National Screen 
Institute’s Short Film Festival. For more, go to: www.eonwtfilms.com

Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines 2002 - 2008
Director/Writer/Producer
Traveled and filmed in eleven countries with dozens of locations for six years. Shot promotional 
videos, stock footage, documentaries, celebrity interviews and more. Segments aired onboard 
fleet-wide, and were sold to international consumer markets. 

OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
YourActingCoach.ca 2007 - 2016

Acting and Voice Acting Coach
Trained beginner to award winning actors and voice artists, locally and remotely, in Canada and 
the United States. Coached approximately two hundred actors annually, for shows and films 
such as: Mr. D, Haven, Trailer Park Boys, Lexx: The Dark Zone, Jesse Stone, and Fargo the TV 
series. 

Smartphone App Development 2009 - 2012
Production Manager / Creative Director
Managed and directed the production of two smartphone apps for iOS, from development to 
distribution. One out of the two apps was featured in the ‘New and Noteworthy’ section of iTunes 
worldwide a day after launch.

Various Production Companies 2003 - Present
Producer
From initial concept to final delivery, produced segments and specials for Royal Caribbean 
Cruise Lines onboard channels as well as content for their television and online commercials. In 
2009, I co-produced the documentary, ‘Titanic’s Unknown Child’ for CBC.


